
Title: Defrauding NSF on SBIR and STTR grants with fake representation in proposals 

• This title doesn’t really inspire the reader to work through the case study. A general reader will 
not know what this means. Before I publish, I will rewrite this title. But right now, I don’t know 
what it means. I don’t know what NSF or SBIR or STTR means. I doubt a reader would know. 

Purpose: Learn to avoid investigations and follow the contracting terms and conditions 

• This section does not follow the instructions. I’m using a learning management system, and I 
need all authors to follow the instructions given. Let me show you an example: 

o This case study will help government contractors avoid problems with investigations and 
lessen exposure to white-collar crime by showing contractors how to adhere to contract 
requirements. 

 

1) No matter how much effort is put into the project, if a false document is submitted within 
the proposal, the grant will be fraudulently acquired and all the work that has been done on 
the awarded grant will be disregarded. (True, but not a purpose) 

2) The grant cannot be used for enrichment of your family members, life, or education. (Not a 
purpose) 

3)  Once an investigation is started people suffer a loss of dignity, job, peace, money, and 
reputation.  (True, but not a purpose) 

4) The government’s loss Amount calculation and forfeiture (Not a complete sentence, and not 
a purpose) 

 

About the Author: An employee of a previously SBIR/STTR awarded company. Modified a subcontract 
letter under threats of extreme family situation unwillingly resulted investigation.   

• The author writes anonymously for Compliance Mitigation. The author previously worked in 
government contracting, but faced a government investigation and charges for a white-collar 
crime. The author is a subject-matter expert on government contracting. 

 

Learning Objectives: How any misrepresentation or untruthful statements in the proposal can make  the 
grant fraudulent, even if the rest of the proposal has all the other merits to succeed. Most of these 
proposals have many components, such as intellectual merits, team, facilities, quality of writeup, 
presentation, track record, etc. The proposal reviewers want to see the next unicorn in the presentation. 
However, in the process of meeting the reviewers’ expectations, applicants end up including 
misrepresentations and untruthful documents, resulting in an investigation which ends in the loss of an 
invaluable reputation, job or/and business, and money.  

 

• This does not follow the example in the template.  
o After completing this case study, the learn will be able to: 
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§ Describe what happens to government contractors that violate the terms or 
specifications of a contract. 

§ Explain the appropriate manner to work through grant…. 
§ Show how to minimize vulnerability to investigations for contractors 

 

Intended Audience: Government contractors, grant awardees, subcontractors in grants, University 
professors, scientists, researchers, graduate students, office of technology transfer  

• People that work in the following sectors will benefit from working through this case study: 
Government contracatos, grant awardees, subcontractors in grants…. 

 

Keywords: Small business Innovation research, SBIR, STTR, contracting, grant, accounting, Intellectual 
merit. 

 

Current State of the Industry: Most SBIR/STTR awardees do not understand the legal consequences of 
the document modifications, subcontracting, third party engagement, and investment terms. Most 
communities who bid for SBIR/STTR grants and other contract opportunities are scientists and 
researchers from academia or industries. They come with limited knowledge about the accounting and 
contracting requirements in these programs. The proposals are prepared with team compositions and  
various aspects in technology development and compelling business proposal in a given timeline. The 
reviewer likes to see the whole ecosystem of the technology from concept level to product sale in 20-30 
pages of the proposal. To make the proposal compelling, the agency requires letters of commitment 
from engaging partners, key personnel, and contractors. However, not knowing the seriousness of the 
consequences, in a time crunch or with a lack of resources, startups craft documents to meet the 
requirements for winning proposals.  (Way to complex for this section. We have to teach, in slow, 
incremental steps so the learnder understands.) 

• People apply for grants or government contracts without fully understanding their legal 
implications. They may make decisions that result in investigations. They do not know what 
investigations will cost. They do not know how their decisions could potentially lead to problems 
with criminal charges. 

 

Future State of the Industry: The government must educate startups and have staff to track progress 
and invoicing. Specially, the grant agencies do not track their grant awards leaving technical progress 
and grant spending up to the startups. This leaves startups at a high risk of straying from the original 
terms and conditions of the grant. However, if the startups hold themselves accountable for the 
spending of the funding, the possibility of an investigation will reduce significantly. Even if government 
does not track the grant, it is the startup’s responsibility to handle the tax-payer’s dollars with lots of 
caution, as the government has got all the power to investigate and win. 
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• We need to show how our efforts will lead to better outcomes. For example, look at the 
template. 

• When subject-matter experts show how noncompliance can lead to investigations and criminal 
charges, readers get a better sense of the importance of compliance. Contractors should use 
better tools to train team members so that everyone knows the consequences that follow 
noncompliance. 

 

Situation: 

• This section does not exist in the draft submitted. The author did not follow the template and 
did not complete the job. For example: 

o A university professor and his wife applied for a government grant. They failed to 
comply with the terms and conditions of the grant. As a result, a government 
investigation followed. The husband and wife, had to plead guilty to a felony. The felony 
exposed them to the potential for a 20-year prison term. They likely spent tens of 
thousnads in legal fees. They received probation, but the government will not categorize 
them as “felons” which will have an influence on their future careers—and liberty. 

 

Background: NSF has two grant programs that are known as the Small Business Innovation Research and 
the Small Business Technology Transfer programs. (Use active voice sentence construction) 

• What is NSF? 
o A government agencies offers grant programs known as the Small Business Innovation 

Research (SBIR) and the Small Business Technology Transfer (SBTT). 

The purpose of these programs is to increase and provide opportunities for small businesses to 
participate in government funded research and development and to help encourage innovation within 
the small business community. (Use active voice—no to-be verbs such as is, are, was….) 

• Grant programs under SBIR and SBTT increase opportunities for small businesses to participate 
in government-funded research and development. They encourage innovation in the business 
community. 

We should always strive to write in the active voice, like above. 

These are highly competitive programs and require intellectual merit with strong business proposition. 
Only one out of 15 companies are selected. It is the only grant program available for small business, 
offered by 11 federal agencies. Han and Hans Tech applied for an SBIR/STTR award from NSF. However, 
they made a number of material false statements in their application. They were awarded the grants 
and matching grants from the State of Indiana. Had the NSF known these statements were false, the 
grants would not have been awarded to Han and Hans Tech.   
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Analysis:  

Based on press releases and government publications Dr. Han and company submitted materially false 
and fraudulent representation, made false promises and fake materials in the proposal to acquire over 
$1.3 million in research grants through its small business innovation research (SBIR) and Small Business 
Technology Transfer (STTR) programs.  Hans Tech also received $300,000 in matching grant funds from 
the Indiana Economic Development Corporation, based upon some of the NSF SBIR/STTR awards. Dr. 
Han, individually, and Ms. Shao on behalf of Hans Tech, acknowledged that the purpose of the scheme 
was to obtain grant funds allocated for research and to use some or all funds for other purposes, 
including to pay personal expenses or for the enrichment of Dr. Han, Ms. Shao, or their children. Prior to 
sentencing, Judge Simon ruled that loss in this case was over $1.6 million, or the total amount of the 
grants awarded to Hans Tech. 

The base amount was acquired with fraudulent representation the associated matching fund were also 
included in the loss amount adding up to the total loss amount: 1.6M.  

This case was investigated by multiple agencies including National Science Foundation Office of 
Inspector General (NSF OIG) with assistance from the Internal Revenue Service, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, and the Michigan City Police Department.   

Recommendations: 

There is a clause in most of the award documents that the contract is subject to audit anytime. Most 
cases grant agencies like NSF and DOE do not micromanage the award as intensely as contract agencies 
like DOD, NASA and EPA. It makes the startups start straying from the terms and conditions of the grant. 
However, to protect themselves, startups must adhere with extreme diligence to the terms in proposal 
and spend grant money exactly as laid out: 

1) Start early in the proposal and engage a foolproof team. If you think your team is not strong, 
wait until you meet all the criteria. Do not submit with any untruthful statements or 
documentation.  

2) Work closely with program manager and contracting to align your expenses with the proposed 
budget. Anything spent must be approved in writing. If any deviation from the proposed budget 
is needed, it must be informed to the contracting.   

3) Tuition for a family member who is employed to the company instead of salary—It is okay if the 
family member is qualified and contributing to the project. However, the member must be 
compensated with salary w2 or 1099. It cannot sponsor tuition.   

4) If you learn that government is investigating your company, that means the government already 
has evidence.  The government has surplus of resources with accountants, forensics, and the 
program office. More than 90% investigations lead to convictions. Please cooperate as much 
possible. The team stated that they did not owe anything to the government as all the dollars 
were spent. However, the point was that the money was acquired though false claims and 
fraudulent documentation, hence, any work done based on the proposal  did not have any 
credibility. The award was based on open competition and the fraudulent documents prevented 
the right candidates from receiving the award. 

Moved up [1]: About the Author: An employee of a 
previously SBIR/STTR awarded company. Modified a 
subcontract letter under threats of extreme family situation 
unwillingly resulted investigation.  ¶

Moved up [2]: Learning Objectives: How any 
misrepresentation or untruthful statements in the proposal 
can make  the grant fraudulent, even if the rest of the 
proposal has all the other merits to succeed. Most of these 
proposals have many components, such as intellectual 
merits, team, facilities, quality of writeup, presentation, 
track record, etc. The proposal reviewers want to see the 
next unicorn in the presentation. However, in the process of 
meeting the reviewers’ expectations, applicants end up 
including misrepresentations and untruthful documents, 
resulting in an investigation which ends in the loss of an 
invaluable reputation, job or/and business, and money. ¶

Deleted: Intended Audience: Government contractors, 
grant awardees, subcontractors in grants, University 
professors, scientists, researchers, graduate students, office 
of technology transfer ¶
Keywords: Small business Innovation research, SBIR, STTR, 
contracting, grant, accounting, Intellectual merit.¶

Moved up [5]: Background: NSF has two grant programs 
that are known as the Small Business Innovation Research 
and the Small Business Technology Transfer programs. The 
purpose of these programs is to increase and provide 
opportunities for small businesses to participate in 
government funded research and development and to help 
encourage innovation within the small business community. 
These are highly competitive programs and require 
intellectual merit with strong business proposition. Only one 
out of 15 companies are selected. It is the only grant 
program available for small business, offered by 11 federal 
agencies. Han and Hans Tech applied for an SBIR/STTR 
award from NSF. However, they made a number of material 
false statements in their application. They were awarded 
the grants and matching grants from the State of Indiana. 

Moved up [3]: Current State of the Industry: Most 
SBIR/STTR awardees do not understand the legal 
consequences of the document modifications, 
subcontracting, third party engagement, and investment 
terms. Most communities who bid for SBIR/STTR grants and 
other contract opportunities are scientists and researchers 
from academia or industries. They come with limited 
knowledge about the accounting and contracting 
requirements in these programs. The proposals are 

Moved up [4]: Future State of the Industry: The 
government must educate startups and have staff to track 
progress and invoicing. Specially, the grant agencies do not 
track their grant awards leaving technical progress and 
grant spending up to the startups. This leaves startups at a 
high risk of straying from the original terms and conditions 
of the grant. However, if the startups hold themselves 
accountable for the spending of the funding, the possibility 
of an investigation will reduce significantly. Even if 



5) Hiring Minors and running payroll—It might look good to the kid’s resume for their college 
admission or their first job, however, it is difficult to justify to the government if an audit 
happens. In case there is any  doubt, it is worth discussing with the contracting or program 
manager for approval. If you are hesitant to discuss your expenses with program office or 
contracting office—do not do it. 

6) Arm Length transactions—Investors, stakeholders, subcontractors, etc. must be third party. 
Should not have any marital or biological relationship. Many professors operate small 
businesses to complement their research work with commercialization. However, the program 
requirement is PI’s primary employment must be the small business not the University.   

7) Be authentic and genuine at the time of sentencing. Provide as many good character letters as 
possible with a   strong memorandum/narrative/bio for the judge or probation officer. Certain-
potentially situational-bad decisions can lead you to criminal justice system but you still have 
opportunity to serve the community. Mr. Han and company did a splendid job of telling the 
court the story and character of the defendant beyond just his professional life, which resulted 
in probation only and no jail. It is a very unlikely and unusual consideration.  

8) Double Capital Cost—Han and company paid the down payment for a property from grant 
money and then leased it back to the company. The grant dollars do not allow you to purchase 
property without justification for more than $5,000.  If the property was allowed and acquired 
with grant dollars, then only mortgage can be paid and not the rent.   

9) Leasing personal property for rent ~$150k in four years must be justified—it should have lab 
accessories or set up or in a commercial facility, not a garage space.  Investigators  couldn’t 
prove much about using the University facility for research and falsely claiming rent using it for 
research as project ended years ago. However, it should be legitimate.  
   

 

 

Quiz:  

1) Is there difference in SBIR or STTR? Y/N 
2) Can you sponsor your employees tuition instead of salary? Y/N 
3) Can you purchase your personal car from grant money? Y/N 
4) Can you pay for a party/vacation? Y/N 
5) Can you write a Cheque as an investor in your own company being a PI Y/N 

  

Sources: 

https://duboiscountyherald.com/b/professor-wife-get-probation-for-research-funds-fraud 

https://www.jconline.com/story/news/2020/11/24/former-purdue-professor-serve-2-years-probation-
1-3-m-scheme-pocketing-federal-research-money/6400355002/ 

https://www.purdueexponent.org/campus/article_417671d8-2d11-11eb-b695-a37cddf3676b.html 

https://casetext.com/case/united-states-v-han-108 



https://www.morelaw.com/verdicts/case.asp?n=2:18-cr-00079-PPS-JEM&s=IN&d=145820 


